. ( 4) (21t') 3 S (q.;.p-pX). ·It is particularly emphasized here that unlike the diagonal structure fnnctio.ns, F~ew) is generally complex even \f t.lm~>.
reversal invarlance holds. Interference of final interactions in different eigenchannels (T=O and 1) gives rise to a nonzero imaginary part ::;ince
With o( (x) = -}x F~e)/Fie) for the purely electromagnetic structure functions, the inclusive cross sections for relativistic hadrons (p~ 1) can be wrUten as 3 ·.
Let us define a rlght..;left _asymmetry parameter at e =90 as where N(¢•) is the number of hadrons coming out in the direction of (9=90°, ¢•). Then (4) • ( 5) At /S·= ?.4 GeV, o<(x) is close to unity for x ~ o. 5, and P is about 70 % 
The function· ~ (¢•) is of the order of unity or less. It is plotted in .
. 2
Figure 1 for a few different values of P and c:J. ( x). A crucial question is (ew)/F(e)
how large (.{S = 20-v 36G~V).
To conclude, we'' emphasize that unlike the forward-backward asymmetry the right-left asymmetry is a clean direct test of parity nonconse~atlon free from backgrounds d~e to higher oi-d.er electromagnetic interact;l6ns or to weak decays of heavy leptons or charmed hadrons'produced electromagnetically •
If a hadronic weak neutral current is parity-conserving but a leptonlc current contains both vector and axial vector currents, there would be no cose asymmetry besides a possible secondary effect due to weak decays 'in final 'I·< states and therefore the present· method w:ould be useful to supplement informations obtainable in the e \~ -~f-+f-process. 
FO<YI'NCYI'ES

1
The spherical angles ( e, ~·) are so defined that the polarization vector of e-is along the positive~ axis ~nd thee-beam is along the positive z axis.
2
We have suppressed i~·· (2) contributions of Re. riew) ·and Re ~~~ew) as well as all of the diagonal weak structure functions, since they are instgniflcant ') to the asymmet~y parameter· 6(¢•) tha.t we c·alculate as'long as ·s« M;, .
3 The superscripts ( +) ~nd' (-) in the state vector::> refer. to ''outgoln(')"
and "incoming" boundary conditions, respectively.
-6 ... 4 The asymmetry is zero in models where a leptonic weak neutral current, is a pure vector as well as in the model proposed in Reference 6. .<
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